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Analytic Hadamard states, Calderón projectors
and Wick rotation near analytic Cauchy surfaces
Christian Gérard & Michał Wrochna
Abstract. We consider the Klein-Gordon equation on analytic space-
times with an analytic Cauchy surface. In this setting, we prove the
existence of pure analytic Hadamard states. The proof is based on con-
sidering an elliptic operator obtained by Wick rotating the Klein-Gordon
operator in a neighborhood of a Cauchy hypersurface. The Cauchy data
of Hadamard two-point functions are constructed as Calderón projectors
(suitably generalized if the hypersurface is non-compact) for the elliptic
operator.
1. Introduction & summary
1.1. Analytic Hadamard condition. In Quantum Field Theory on curved
spacetimes, the Hadamard condition plays a key role as a mean to select
physically relevant states and as an ingredient in the renormalization of a
priori ill-defined products of quantum fields. In the setup of the linear Klein-
Gordon equation, it amounts to a condition on the C8 wave front set of
certain bi-solutions: the field’s two-point functions.
Presently, many techniques to construct two-point functions satisfying the
Hadamard condition are available. This includes abstract proofs of existence
on arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetimes [FNW, GW1], as well as more
explicit constructions on classes of spacetimes with good behavior at spa-
tial infinity [Ju, JS, GW1, GOW] and various other additional assumptions
[Ol, BT]. Furthermore, other strategies have been developed for spacetimes
with specific asymptotic structures, in which case it is possible to have distin-
guished candidates for Hadamard two-point functions [Mo, DMP1, DMP2,
BJ, Sa2, GW3, VW], or to use global arguments [BF, VW] (cf. [GHV, GW4]
for the related problem of constructing Feynman generalized inverses).
The situation is however dramatically different if one requires an analogue
of the Hadamard condition with the C8 wave front set replaced by the an-
alytic wave front set WFa (see Def. 5.1), assuming that the spacetime is
analytic. The analytic Hadamard condition was introduced by Strohmaier,
Verch and Wollenberg, who have shown that whenever satisfied, it has re-
markable consequences for the quantum field theory, as it implies the Reeh-
Schlieder property [SVW]. This means that any vector in the Hilbert space
can be approximated arbitrarily well by acting on the vacuum with oper-
ations performed in any prescribed open region (see Subsect. 2.4). Unfor-
tunately, only few examples of two-point functions were shown to satisfy
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2 ANALYTIC HADAMARD STATES AND CALDERÓN PROJECTORS
the analytic Hadamard condition, namely the ground and KMS states on
analytic stationary spacetimes with an analytic Killing vector field [SVW].
Moreover, the methods developed for the C8 case do not seem to be directly
useful in that respect, outside of the stationary case, as they rely on ingre-
dients specific to the C8 setting, such as spacetime deformation or variants
of Hörmander’s pseudodifferential calculus.
In the present work we fill this gap by providing a construction of an-
alytic Hadamard two-point functions without assuming any symmetries of
the spacetime. In the language of algebraic QFT, we construct analytic
Hadamard (quasi-free) states (see Sect. 2.1–2.3 for the relevant definitions),
which are more precisely pure ones (see Prop. 2.1 for a criterion formulated
in terms of two-point functions). In this terminology, the main result can be
stated as follows.
Let us recall that a hypersurface in a spacetime is Cauchy if it is intersected
by every inextensible, causal (i.e. non-spacelike) curve exactly once.
Theorem 1.1. Let pM, gq be an analytic spacetime with an analytic space-
like Cauchy hypersurface. Suppose P is a differential operator of the form
P “ ´lg ` V , where V : M Ñ R is real analytic. Then there exists a pure
analytic Hadamard state for P .
1.2. Outline of proof. The main steps in the proof of Thm. 1.1 can be
summarized as follows.
First, we show that the problem can be reduced to a situation where the
spacetime is replaced by a neighborhood of a Cauchy surface Σ and the
Lorentzian metric is of the form ´dt2 ` htpyqdy2. Moreover, we argue that
t ÞÑ ht can be assumed without loss of generality to be a real analytic family
of metrics on Σ such that h0 is complete. In this setup, the Klein-Gordon
operator reads
P “ B2t ` rpt, yqBt ` apt, y, Byq,
where a is an elliptic differential operator of order 2.
Next, we perform the Wick rotation in t, i.e. by means of the substitution
t “¨¨ is we get an elliptic operator
K “ ´B2s ´ irpis, yqBs ` apis, y, Byq
defined on a neighborhood of t0uˆΣ. After possibly choosing a smaller neigh-
borhood Ω, we associate to K a closed operator KΩ by imposing Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the boundary of Ω and we prove that KΩ is in-
versible.
The construction is then an adaptation of a recent idea from [Gé], which
consists in considering the Calderón projectors of KΩ on the hypersurface
ts “ 0u. While the Calderón projectors belong to the standard toolbox of
elliptic problems on manifolds with boundary (see e.g. [Gr, H3]), their use
in QFT in [Gé] and in the present work is new. In addition to what can
be found in the literature, here we also need to cope with issues related to
the fact that K is in general not formally self-adjoint, and the hypersurface
ts “ 0u might not be compact.
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The rough idea is that for solutions of KΩu “ 0 in Ω˘ “ tΩ X ˘s ą 0u,
one can consider their Cauchy data
γ˘u “
ˆ
uæΣ
´BsuæΣ
˙
,
where the trace on Σ is understood as a limit from Ω˘.
Supposing for the moment that Σ is compact, the space of all such data
can be characterized as the range of a projector C˘Ω . It is well-known that
these projectors can be constructed using the formula
(1.1) C˘Ω ¨¨“ ¯γ˘K´1Ω γ˚S,
where S is a suitable 2ˆ 2 matrix of multiplication operators and
γ˚f “ δpsq b f0 ` δ1psq b f1, f “
ˆ
f0
f1
˙
P C8c pΣq2.
Now, while C˘Ω are constructed in the Wick-rotated elliptic setting, we use
them as the Cauchy data of bi-solutions Λ˘ for the original hyperbolic prob-
lem. The key property which allows us to conclude the analytic Hadamard
condition for Λ˘ is:
(1.2) @f P E 1pΣq2, WFapUΣC˘Ω fq Ă t˘τ ě 0u,
where τ is the covariable dual to t and UΣC˘Ω f is the unique solution of
Pu “ 0 with Cauchy data on Σ equal to C˘Ω f . The general strategy in the
proof of (1.2) is based on ideas due to Pierre Schapira and is to a large degree
a special case of the analysis in [Sch]. In our setting, the main step, (for-
getting the space variables x P Σ), consists in constructing the analytic con-
tinuation of the function p´K´1Ω γ˚Sfqpsq, and proving that the so-obtained
holomorphic function has a boundary value which is precisely the distribu-
tion pUΣC`Ω fqptq. Using propagation of singularities theorems we show that
it is sufficient to do so locally, and we give such local construction basing on
theorems on representations of distributions as sums of boundary values of
holomorphic functions.
To show that the pair of operators C˘Ω can be used to define a state, one
needs to check that it satisfies the identity (well-known in the compact case)
(1.3) C`Ω ` C´Ω “ 1l,
and a positivity condition (see Thm. 4.5 for the precise statement). It turns
out that the latter can be proved by an argument reminiscent of reflection
positivity in Euclidean QFT.
Finally, still supposing that Σ is compact, the purity statement in Thm.
1.1 is merely a direct corollary of the operators C˘Ω being projections.
The case of Σ non-compact is technically more involved. We show that
formula (1.1) still makes sense without the need of making extra assumptions
on the geometry at spatial infinity, and (1.2)-(1.3) remain valid. However,
purity is more subtle because it is not a priori clear if there is a suitable
space on which C˘Ω are projections. Using an approximation argument we
show instead that C˘Ω satisfy a weaker condition, which implies the purity
statement nevertheless. The approximation argument is also used in the
proof of the positivity properties of C˘Ω in the non-compact case.
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1.3. Discussion and outlook. Once the Wick rotation is performed on
the geometric level and the (sufficiently small) neighborhood Ω of t0uˆΣ is
chosen, our construction provides a canonical choice of analytic Hadamard
two-point functions. Thus, in situations where a Cauchy surface is chosen
and where the size of Ω is immaterial or under control, the construction
assigns unambiguously a pair of Hadamard two-point functions to the space-
time. While that assignment is not expected to be locally covariant in the
sense of [BFV], it could be of practical interest in the study of semi-classical
Einstein equations nevertheless.
An interesting issue is the relation of the present work to the construc-
tion of Hadamard states by pseudo-differential techniques in [Ju, JS, GW1,
GOW]. We expect that an alternative proof of (1.2) could be given using
a ‘Wick-rotated’ version of the parametrix in [GOW]. Here, we chose not
to use such arguments in order to avoid any assumptions on the geometry
of the Cauchy surface at infinity. It is however worth stressing that the
present work was triggered by the observation1 that the parametrix con-
struction from [GOW] is reminiscent of parametrices for Calderón projectors
in elliptic problems.
The construction in the present paper is also expected to preserve some
symmetries that are not directly under control in techniques developed for
the general C8 case [FNW, GW1]. This could be of particular merit e.g. in
gauge theories.
It is worth pointing out that if the spacetime has special symmetries, an
analogous construction with different boundary conditions can be partic-
ularly useful. This is for instance the case on spacetimes with a bifurcate
Killing horizon, where a Calderón projector corresponding to periodic bound-
ary conditions can be used to construct the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state [Gé].
An interesting perspective would be the extension of the present construc-
tion to setups where the spacetime has a boundary. This would require a
good understanding of Calderón projectors on manifolds with corners.
1.4. Plan of the paper. The main part of the paper is structured as follows.
In Sect. 2 we review standard definitions and results on Hadamard states
and analytic Hadamard states. In Sect. 3 we perform the Wick rotation
and study various properties of the elliptic operator KΩ. The associated
(generalized) Calderón projectors C˘Ω are defined and analyzed in Sect. 4.
We prove in particular that they can be used to define pure quasi-free states.
We also briefly discuss the special case of an ultra-static metric. Sect. 5
is devoted to the proof of the analytic Hadamard condition; it includes an
introduction to the analytic wave front set and its basic properties. An
auxiliary lemma is deferred to the appendix.
1.5. Notation. Throughout the paper we adopt the following notations and
conventions.
- We write A Ť B if A is relatively compact in B.
1This observation was kindly communicated to us by Francis Nier, to whom we are
very grateful.
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- If X,Y are sets and f : X Ñ Y we write f : X „ÝÑ Y if f is bijective.
If X,Y are equipped with topologies, we write f : X Ñ Y if the map is
continuous, and f : X „ÝÑ Y if it is a homeomorphism.
- The domain of a closed, densely defined operator a will be denoted by
Dom a.
2. Quantum Klein-Gordon fields
2.1. Klein-Gordon fields. In this section we review classical results about
quasi-free states for free Klein-Gordon quantum fields on a globally hyper-
bolic spacetime, see e.g. [BGP, DG, KM, HW] for textbook accounts and
recent reviews. We will use the complex formalism, based on charged fields.
2.1.1. Bosonic quasi-free states. Let V be a complex vector space, V˚ its
anti-dual and let us denote by LhpV,V˚q the space of hermitian sesquilinear
forms on V. We denote by v1 ¨qv2 the evaluation of q P LpV,V˚q on v1, v2 P V.
A pair pV, qq consisting of a complex vector space V and a non-degenerate
hermitian form q on V will be called a phase space. Denoting by VR the
real form of V, i.e. V considered as a real vector space, pVR, Im qq is a real
symplectic space.
The CCR ˚-algebra CCRpV, qq is the abstract ˚´algebra generated by 1l
and elements ψpvq, ψ˚pvq for v P V, subject to relations:
ψpv ` λwq “ ψpvq ` λψpwq,
ψ˚pv ` λwq “ ψ˚pvq ` λψ˚pwq,
rψpvq, ψpwqs “ rψ˚pvq, ψ˚pwqs “ 0, rψpvq, ψ˚pwqs “ vqw1l,
ψpvq˚ “ ψ˚pvq, λ P C, v, w P V.
Equivalently, CCRpV, qq is generated by 1l and φpvq for v P V, where the
(abstract) real fields φpvq are defined by
φpvq ¨¨“ 1?
2
pψpvq ` ψ˚pvqq,
and
rφpv1q, φpv2qs “ iv1 ¨ Im qv2, v1, v2 P V.
A (gauge invariant) quasi-free state ω on CCRpV, qq is entirely characterized
by its complex covariances Λ˘ P LhpV,V˚q defined by
(2.1) v ¨ Λ`w ¨¨“ ω`ψpvqψ˚pwq˘, v ¨ Λ´w ¨¨“ ω`ψ˚pwqψpvq˘, v, w P V,
since gauge invariance implies that
ω
`
ψpvqψpwq˘ “ ω`ψ˚pvqψ˚pwq˘ “ 0, v, w P V.
Note that Λ˘ ě 0 and Λ`´Λ´ “ q by the canonical commutation relations.
Conversely if Λ˘ are Hermitian forms on V such that
(2.2) Λ` ´ Λ´ “ q, Λ˘ ě 0,
then there is a unique (gauge invariant) quasi-free state ω such that (2.1)
holds, see e.g. [DG, Sect. 17.1]. One can associate to ω the pair of operators
c˘ P LpVq:
(2.3) c˘ ¨¨“ ˘q´1 ˝ Λ˘.
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The properties (2.2) become then:
(2.4) c` ` c´ “ 1l, c˘˚q “ qc˘, ˘qc˘ ě 0.
In the real formalism one has:
ωpφpv1qφpv2qq “ v1 ¨ ηv2 ` i
2
v1 Im qv2,
where the symmetric form η P LspV,V#q is called the real covariance of ω.
We recall a well-known characterization of pure states (see e.g. [KW] in
the real case and [GOW, Prop. 7.1] for another equivalent characterization).
Proposition 2.1. The state ω with covariances Λ˘ is pure iff:
(2.5) v1 ¨ pΛ` ` Λ´qv1 “ sup
v2PV,v2‰0
|v1 ¨ qv2|2
v2 ¨ pΛ` ` Λ´qv2 , @v1 P V.
Proof. Consider V as a real vector space, equipped with the symplectic form
σ “ Im q. Then from [GW1, Subsect. 2.3] we know that the real covariance
of ω is η “ 12 RepΛ` ` Λ´q. From [KW] we know that ω is a pure state iff
v1 ¨ ηv1 “ 1
4
sup
v2‰0
|v1 ¨ Im qv2|2
v2 ¨ ηv2 .
Using that η “ 12 RepΛ` ` Λ´q and that q is sesquilinear, this is equivalent
to (2.5). l
2.1.2. Klein-Gordon fields. We adopt the convention that a spacetime is a
Hausdorff, paracompact, connected, time orientable smooth Lorentzian ma-
nifold equipped with a time orientation.
Let pM, gq be a globally hyperbolic spacetime, i.e. a spacetime possessing
a smooth spacelike Cauchy hypersurface, and let
P “ ´∇a∇a ` V pxq, V P C8pM,Rq
be a Klein-Gordon operator on pM, gq.
We denote by Gret{adv the retarded/advanced inverses for P (see e.g.
[BGP]) and by G ¨¨“ Gret ´Gadv the Pauli-Jordan commutator. We set
(2.6) pu|vqM ¨¨“
ˆ
M
uv dvolg, u, v P C8c pMq,
and we will use p¨|¨qM to identify sesquilinear forms on C8c pMq with linear
operators from C8c pMq to C8pMq. We set:
(2.7) V ¨¨“ C
8
c pMq
PC8c pMq , rus ¨Qrvs
¨¨“ ipu|GvqM .
It is well-known that pV, Qq is a phase space.
Let now Σ be a smooth spacelike Cauchy hypersurface for pM, gq and
VΣ “ C8c pΣ;C2q. We equip VΣ with the scalar product
(2.8) pf |gqΣ ¨¨“
ˆ
Σ
f0g0 ` f1g1dσΣ,
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and again, we use p¨|¨qΣ to identify sesquilinear forms on C8c pΣ;C2q with
linear operators from C8c pΣ;C2q to C8pΣ;C2q. Let us set
ρΣu ¨¨“
ˆ
uæΣ
i´1BnuæΣ
˙
,
where n is the future unit normal to Σ and:
(2.9) qΣ “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
It is well known that the map:
ρΣG : pV, Qq Ñ pVΣ, qΣq
is pseudo-unitary, i.e.
ρΣGu ¨ qΣρΣGv “ rus ¨Qrvs, u, v P C8c pMq.
One can use equivalently either of the two above phase spaces. The CCR ˚
´algebra associated to either pV, Qq or pVΣ, qΣq will be simply denoted by
CCRpP q.
2.1.3. Spacetime two-point functions. We will use for the moment the phase
space pV, Qq defined in (2.7). Let us introduce the conditions:
(2.10)
iq Λ˘ : C8c pMq Ñ C8pMq,
iiq Λ˘ ě 0 for p¨|¨qM on C8c pMq,
iiiq Λ` ´ Λ´ “ iG,
ivq PΛ˘ “ Λ˘P “ 0,
vq pu|Λ˘uqM ě 0, @u P C8c pMq.
As explained above, we set with a slight abuse of notation:
rus ¨ Λ˘rvs ¨¨“ pu|Λ˘vqM , rus, rvs P C
8
c pMq
PC8c pMq .
If (2.10) hold, then Λ˘ define a pair of complex covariances on the phase
space pV, Qq defined in (2.7), hence define a unique quasi-free state on
CCRpP q.
Definition 2.2. A pair of maps Λ˘ : C8c pMq Ñ C8pMq satisfying (2.10)
will be called a pair of spacetime two-point functions.
2.1.4. Cauchy surface two-point functions. We will need a version of two-
point functions acting on Cauchy data for P instead of test functions on
M .
Let us introduce the assumptions:
(2.11)
iq λ˘Σ : C8c pΣ;C2q Ñ C8pΣ;C2q,
iiq λ˘Σ ě 0 for p¨|¨qΣ,
iiiq λ`Σ ´ λ´Σ “ qΣ.
Definition 2.3. A pair of maps λ˘Σ satisfying (2.11) will be called a pair of
Cauchy surface two-point functions.
The following proposition is shown in [GW2] in a more general situation.
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Proposition 2.4. The maps:
λ˘Σ ÞÑ Λ˘ ¨¨“ pρΣGq˚λ˘ΣpρΣGq,
Λ˘ ÞÑ λ˘Σ ¨¨“ pρΣ˚qΣq˚Λ˘pρΣ˚qΣq
are bijective and inverse from one another. Furthermore, λ˘Σ are Cauchy
surface two-point functions iff Λ˘ are spacetime two-point functions.
2.2. The Hadamard condition. We now recall the celebrated Hadamard
condition in its microlocal formulation.
We start by recalling some standard notation.
- For x PM we denote by Vx˘ Ă TxM the future/past solid lightcones and
by Vx˚˘ Ă Tx˚M the dual cones Vx˚˘ “ tξ P Tx˚M : ξ ¨v ą 0, @v P Vx˘, v ‰
0u. We write
ξ  0 presp. ξ  0q if ξ P Vx˚` presp. Vx˚´q.
- We denote by o the zero section of T ˚M .
- For X “ px, ξq P T ˚Mzo we denote by ppXq “ ξ ¨ g´1pxqξ the principal
symbol of P and by N “ p´1p0q X T ˚Mzo the characteristic manifold of
P . If Hp is the Hamiltonian vector field of p, integral curves of Hp in N
are called bicharacteristics. N splits into the upper/lower energy shells
N “ N` YN´, N˘ “ N X t˘ξ  0u.
- If Γ Ă T ˚M ˆ T ˚M we set
Γ1 “  `px1, ξ1q, px2, ξ2q˘ : `px1, ξ1q, px2,´ξ2q˘ P Γ( .
- If u P D1pMq, the wave front set of u is denoted by WFpuq and is a closed
conic subset of T ˚Mzo.
By the Schwartz kernel theorem, we can identify Λ˘ with a pair of distri-
butions Λ˘px, x1q P D1pM ˆMq. One is especially interested in the subclass
of Hadamard states, which are subject to a condition on the wave front set
of Λ˘px, x1q.
Definition 2.5. A quasi-free state ω on CCRpP q is a Hadamard state if its
covariances Λ˘ satisfy Λ˘ : C8c pMq Ñ C8pMq and
(2.12) WFpΛ˘q1 Ă N˘ ˆN˘.
This form of the Hadamard condition is taken from [SV, Ho]. The original
formulation in terms of wave front sets is due to Radzikowski [R1], who
showed its equivalence with older definitions [KW].
A fundamental result is the following existence theorem of Hadamard
states, which was proved by Fulling, Narcovich and Wald in [FNW]:
Theorem 2.6 ([FNW]). Let P be a Klein-Gordon operator on a globally
hyperbolic spacetime pM, gq. Then there exist pure, quasi-free Hadamard
states for P .
The proof of this result proceeds by constructing an interpolating metric
g˜ and a Klein-Gordon operator P˜ which equal g, P in the far future of some
Cauchy surface Σ and equal gus, Pus in the far past of Σ, where gus is some
ultrastatic metric and Pus is the associated Klein-Gordon operator with a
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constant mass. Transporting the vacuum state for gus to the far future of Σ
by the evolution of P˜ yields a state for P . The Hadamard condition on g
is then concluded from the Hadamard property of the vacuum state for gus
using the propagation of singularities theorem and the time-slice property of
Klein-Gordon fields.
2.3. The analytic Hadamard condition. In [SVW], Strohmaier, Verch
and Wollenberg introduced the notion of analytic Hadamard states, obtained
from Def. 2.5 by replacing the C8 wave front set WF by the analytic wave
front set WFa.
The definition of the analytic wave front set WFapuq of a distribution
u P D1pNq, for N a real analytic manifold, will be recalled in Subsect. 5.2.
The basic results of microlocal analysis, such as microlocal ellipticity or
propagation of singularities theorems, require to consider differential oper-
ators with analytic coefficients when one wants to study for example the
analytic wave front set of solutions.
Therefore the notion of analytic Hadamard states is restricted to ana-
lytic spacetimes pM, gq, i.e. real analytic manifolds M equipped with a real
analytic Lorentzian metric g. The Klein-Gordon operator P is now
(2.13) P “ ´∇a∇a ` V pxq, where V : M Ñ R is real analytic.
We will call a Klein-Gordon operator as above an analytic Klein-Gordon
operator.
Definition 2.7. A quasi-free state on CCRpP q is an analytic Hadamard
state if its spacetime covariances Λ˘ satisfy
(2.14) WFapΛ˘q1 Ă N˘ ˆN˘.
In [SVW] the analytic Hadamard condition is also defined for more gen-
eral states on CCRpP q by extending the microlocal spectrum condition of
Brunetti, Fredenhagen and Köhler [BFK] on the n´point functions to the
analytic case.
It is shown in [SVW, Prop. 6.2] that for quasi-free states, the analytic
microlocal spectrum condition is equivalent to the following real version of
(2.14).
Let φpuq “ 1?
2
pψpuq`ψ˚puqq for u P C8c pMq real, and let ω2 P D1pMˆMq
be the (real) two-point function of ω defined by
ωpφpuqφpvqq “ xω2, ub vy, u, v P C8c pM ;Rq.
Then the C8 (resp. analytic) Hadamard condition is equivalent to:
(2.15) WFpω2q1 presp. WFapω2q1q Ă N` ˆN`.
In [GW1, Remark 3.3] it is shown that for the C8 wave front set (2.15) is
equivalent to (2.12). The same argument is valid for the analytic wave front
set.
It has been shown by Radzikowski [R1] that the covariances of any two
Hadamard states coincide modulo a smooth kernel. The same is true for
analytic Hadamard states:
Proposition 2.8. Let ω, ω˜ be two analytic Hadamard states for some ana-
lytic Klein-Gordon operator P . Then Λ˘ ´ Λ˜˘ have analytic kernels.
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Proof. Let R˘ “ Λ˘ ´ Λ˜˘. Since Λ` ´ Λ´ “ Λ˜` ´ Λ˜´ “ iG, we have
R` “ ´R´. On the other hand from (2.14) we have WFapR˘q1 Ă N˘ˆN˘
hence WFapR`q1 X WFapR´q1 “ H. Since R´ “ ´R` this implies that
WFapR˘q1 “ H hence R˘ have analytic kernels. l
2.4. The Reeh-Schlieder property. In [SVW], Strohmaier, Verch and
Wollenberg proved an important consequence of the analytic Hadamard con-
dition.
Theorem 2.9 ([SVW]). An analytic Hadamard state on CCRpP q satisfies
the Reeh-Schlieder property.
We first recall how the Reeh-Schlieder property is defined. If ω is a state
on CCRpP q we denote by pHω, piω,Ωωq the GNS triple associated to ω.
Definition 2.10. A state ω on CCRpP q satisfies the Reeh-Schlieder prop-
erty if for any open set U ĂM the space
Vect
 
piω pśp1 ψ˚puiqśq1 ψpvjqqΩω : p, q P N, ui, vj P C8c pUq(
is dense in Hω.
The proof of Thm. 2.9 in [SVW] relies on two ingredients: the first is
the use of wave front set for Hilbert space valued distributions. The second
is the fact that the analytic wave front set WFapuq of u P D1pMq has deep
relations with the support suppu. An example of such a relation is the
Kashiwara-Kawai theorem, which we state below for illustration, and which
plays a key role in [SVW].
If F Ă M is a closed set, the normal set NpF q Ă T ˚Mzo is the set of
px0, ξ0q such that x0 P F , ξ0 ‰ 0, and there exists a real function f P C2pMq
such that dfpx0q “ ξ0 or dfpx0q “ ´ξ0 and F Ă tx : fpxq ď fpx0qu. Note
that NpF q Ă TB˚FM .
The Kashiwara-Kawai theorem (see e.g. [H2, Thm. 8.5.6’]) states that
(2.16) Npsuppuq Ă WFapuq @u P D1pMq.
2.5. Existence of analytic Hadamard states on analytic spacetimes.
It is not an easy task to construct analytic Hadamard states. The main
problem is that the Fulling-Narcowich-Wald deformation argument [FNW]
used to prove Thm. 2.6 does not apply anymore as the interpolating metric
g˜ is not real analytic (though at least a weaker form of the Reeh-Schlieder
property can be obtained, and an abstract existence argument can be given
for states satisfying the full Reeh-Schlieder property, see [Sa1]).
The only examples of analytic Hadamard states known so far are the vacua
(ground states) and KMS states on analytic, stationary spacetimes with an
analytic Killing vector field, see [SVW, Thm. 6.3].
Our main result, Thm. 1.1, provides a general existence proof for any
analytic Klein-Gordon operator P on an analytic spacetime with an analytic,
spacelike Cauchy hypersurface.
Before introducing the main new ingredients of our construction, let us
recall two standard facts which are useful to construct Hadamard states,
both in the C8 and analytic case, the first one relying on propagation of
singularities and the second on conformal transformations.
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Proposition 2.11. Let pM, gq be a globally hyperbolic analytic spacetime, P
an analytic Klein-Gordon operator on pM, gq, ω a quasi-free state for P and
Σ a Cauchy hypersurface for pM, gq.
If its covariances Λ˘ satisfy the analytic Hadamard condition (2.14) over
some neighborhood U of Σ then they satisfy (2.14) everywhere.
Proof. Let φs, s P R be the Hamiltonian flow of p. By (2.10) iv), microlocal
ellipticity and propagation of singularities in the analytic case (see [Kw,
Thm. 3.3’] or [H4, Thm. 7.1]), we know that if pX1, X2q P WFapΛ˘q1, then
X1, X2 P N and pφs1pX1q, φs2pX2qq P WFapΛ˘q1 for all s1, s2 P R. Since Σ
is a Cauchy hypersurface, there exists s1, s2 such that φsipXiq P T ˚U , hence
φsipXiq P N˘, hence Xi P N˘. l
Proposition 2.12. Let pM, gq be a globally hyperbolic analytic spacetime
with a Cauchy hypersurface Σ.
Suppose that there exists a neighborhood U of Σ in M and an analytic
function c : U Ñs0,`8r such that any analytic Klein-Gordon operator
on pU, c2gq has a pure analytic Hadamard state. Then any analytic Klein-
Gordon operator on pM, gq has a pure analytic Hadamard state.
Proof. We write P as ´lg ` n´24pn´1qRg ` W with W real analytic. By
conformal invariance of ´lg ` n´24pn´1qRg, setting g˜ “ c2g we have:
P˜ ¨¨“ c´n{2´1Pcn{2´1 “ ´lg˜ ` n´ 2
4pn´ 1qRg˜ ` W˜ ,
where W˜ “ c´2W . If G˜ is the Pauli-Jordan commutator for P˜ we have
G “ cn{2´1G˜c´n{2´1. It follows that if Λ˜˘ are the covariances of some quasi-
free state ω˜ for P˜ , then Λ˘ “ cn{2´1Λ˜˘c´n{2´1 are the covariances of some
quasi-free state ω for P .
If ω˜ is a pure state then so is ω. Indeed, denoting by pV˜, Q˜q the classical
phase space for P˜ , the map
T : V˜ Q ru˜s ÞÑ rcn{2`1u˜s P V
is pseudo-unitary from pV˜, Q˜q to pV, Qq, and ω is simply the pushforward of
ω˜ by T .
If ω˜ is an analytic Hadamard state for P˜ , Λ˜˘ satisfy (2.14) over U , and
so do Λ˘ since c is analytic. By Prop. 2.11 Λ˘ satisfy (2.14) over M , hence
ω is an analytic Hadamard state. l
3. Wick rotation on analytic spacetimes
In this section we perform the Wick rotation in Gaussian normal coordi-
nates. If Σ is a spacelike Cauchy hypersurface in pM, gq, the Klein-Gordon
operator P is written as
P “ B2t ` rpt, yqBt ` apt, y, Byq,
if pt, yq are Gaussian normal coordinates respective to Σ. By analyticity one
can perform the Wick rotation t “¨¨ is near s “ 0 and consider the Wick
rotated operator
K “ ´B2s ´ irpis, yqBs ` apis, y, Byq,
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which is an elliptic differential operator defined on some neighborhood V of
t0uˆΣ in RˆΣ. To define a proper inverseK´1, we need some realization of
K as an unbounded operator. As turns out, the natural way is to realizeK by
imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on a sufficiently small neighborhood
Ω of t0u ˆ Σ in Rˆ Σ.
3.1. Gaussian normal coordinates. Let us consider a globally hyperbolic
analytic spacetime pM, gq with an analytic spacelike Cauchy hypersurface Σ.
Using Gaussian normal coordinates to Σ, we obtain neighborhoods U of
t0u ˆ Σ in Rˆ Σ and U 1 of Σ in M and an isometric diffeomorphism
(3.1) χ : pU,´dt2 ` htpyqdy2q Ñ pU 1, gq,
where if K Ť Σ and  ą 0 is such that s ´ , rˆK Ă U , then s ´ , rQ t ÞÑ
htpyqdy2 is a t´dependent Riemannian metric on K. In particular h0pyqdy2
is the Riemannian metric induced by g on Σ.
By the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, it follows from the fact that pM, gq
and Σ are analytic, that χ : U Ñ U 1 is analytic, and that U Q pt, yq ÞÑ
htpyqdy2 is an analytic p2, 0q tensor.
It will turn out convenient later on to assume that
(3.2) the Riemannian manifold pΣ, h0q is complete.
Let us explain how to reduce ourselves to this situation.
It is known, see e.g. [Kn], that there exists a real analytic function c :
Σ Ñs0,`8r such that c2h0 is complete on Σ.
We extend c to U Ă RˆΣ by cpt, yq “ cpyq, push it to U 1 by χ and consider
the Lorentzian metric g˜ “ c2g. Clearly pU 1, g˜q is globally hyperbolic with Σ
as a spacelike Cauchy hypersurface.
By Prop. 2.12, to construct analytic Hadamard states for some analytic
Klein-Gordon operator P on pM, gq, it suffices to perform the construction
on pU, g˜q, for some conformally rescaled analytic Klein-Gordon operator P˜ .
Denoting U by M and g˜ again by g, we can hence assume without loss of
generality that (3.2) holds.
3.2. Klein-Gordon operator in Gaussian normal coordinates. De-
noting the operator χ˚P by P again, we obtain that
(3.3) P “ B2t ` rpt, yqBt ` apt, y, Byq,
where
rpt, yq “ |htpyq|´ 12 Bt|htpyq| 12 ,
and
apt, y, Byq “ |htpyq|´ 12 Bj |htpyq| 12hjkt pyqBk ` V pt, yq.
The operator apt, y, Byq is selfadjoint for the scalar product
pu|vq “
ˆ
U
uv|ht| 12dydt.
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3.2.1. Reduction of P . It is possible to reduce oneself to the case where
rpt, yq ” 0. In fact if
(3.4) dpt, yq “ |htpyq|1{4|h0pyq|´1{4,
we see that
d : L2pU, |ht| 12dtdyq Q u ÞÑ du P L2pU, |h0| 12dtdyq
is unitary and
(3.5) P0 ¨¨“ dPd´1 “ B2t ` a0pt, y, Byq,
for
(3.6) a0pt, y, Byq “ dpt, yqapt, y, Byqd´1pt, yq ´ r
2pt, yq
4
´ 1
2
Btrpt, yq,
which is selfadjoint for the scalar product
(3.7) pu|vq0 “
ˆ
U
uv|h0| 12dydt.
3.3. Wick rotated operator. The function t ÞÑ rpt, ¨q and the differential
operator t ÞÑ apt, y, Byq extend holomorphically in t in a neighborhood W of
t0uˆΣ in CˆΣ. We can moreover assume thatW is small enough such that
for each α P R the functions U Q pt, yq ÞÑ |htpyq|α extend holomorphically in
t to W . In particular dpt, yq defined in (3.4) extends holomorphically in t to
W .
We define the Wick rotated operator:
(3.8) K “ ´B2s ´ irpis, yqBs ` apis, y, Byq, ps, yq P V,
where V is a neighborhood of t0uˆΣ in RˆΣ. By possibly replacing it by a
smaller neighborhood, we can assume that V is invariant under the reflection
ps, yq ÞÑ p´s, yq.
The operator K is obtained from P by the substitution t Ñ is. It has
analytic coefficients in ps, yq on V .
3.3.1. Reduction of K. The reduction of P in 3.2.1 can be similarly carried
out for K. In fact let us set:
(3.9) hˆspyq “ phi˚shisq
1
2 pyq, ps, yq P U.
which is positive definite. Note that from htpyq “ htpyq˚, we obtain hispyq˚ “
h´ispyq hence:
(3.10) |hˆspyq| “ |hˆ´spyq|, ps, yq P U.
We also set:
(3.11) dˆps, yq “ |hispyq|1{4|h0pyq|´1{4 “ dpis, yq
for d defined in (3.4). We see that
(3.12) dˆ : L2pU, |hˆs| 12dydsq Q u ÞÑ du P L2pU, |h0| 12dydsq
is unitary and from (3.5) we obtain that:
(3.13) dˆKdˆ´1 “¨¨ K0 “ ´B2s ` a0pis, y, Byq.
From the selfadjointness of a0pt, y, Byq we obtain that
a0pis, y, Byq˚ “ a0p´is, y, Byq
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on L2pU, |h0| 12dydsq.
3.4. Some preparations. The operators K or K0 are elliptic differential
operators, but have for the moment no realizations as unbounded operators
with some concrete domain. We will fix such a realization by introducing
Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary of some open set Ω Ă V . In
this subsection we collect some properties obtained from a convenient choice
of Ω.
Lemma 3.1. Let Σ “ ŤiPN Ui be a covering of Σ with Ui Ť Σ. Then there
exist Ti, i P N such that for all ps, yq Ps ´ Ti, TirˆUi and all v, v1, v2 P CTyΣ
one has:
(3.14)
iq 12v ¨ h0pyqv ď v ¨ Re ¨hispyqv ď 32v ¨ h0pyqv,
iiq |v ¨ Imhispyqv| ď 12v ¨ h0pyqv,
iiiq |v1 ¨ hispyqv2| ď 2pv1 ¨ h0pyqv1q 12 pv2 ¨ h0pyqv2q 12
ivq 12 ď |dˆps, yq| ď 1,
vq ∇dˆps, yq ¨ h0pyq∇dˆps, yq ď 1.
Proof. i) and ii) are obvious and imply iii). iv) and v) follow from dˆp0, yq ”
1. l
Let Ω Ă U be an open neighborhood of t0uˆΣ with a smooth boundary.
For s P R we denote by Hsc pΩq, HslocpΩq the compactly supported and local
Sobolev spaces of order s. We denote by H10 pΩq the closure of C8c pΩq for
the norm
}u}2H1pΩq “
ˆ
Ω
p|Bsu|2 ` Bjuhjk0 Bku` |u|2q|h0|
1
2dyds.
Note that if pUi, TiqiPN are as in Lemma 3.1 and Ω Ă ŤiPNs ´ Ti, TirˆUi,
it follows from Lemma 3.1 iv) and v) that
(3.15) dˆ : H10 pΩq „ÝÑ H10 pΩq.
In Prop. 3.2 below the space L2pΩ, |hˆspyq| 12dsdyq is denoted by L2pΩq.
If A is a closed operator, its resolvent set is denoted by rspAq.
Proposition 3.2. Let QΩ be the sesquilinear form:
QΩpv, uq “ pv|KuqL2pΩq, DomQΩ “ C8c pΩq.
Then there exists an Ω as above such that:
(1) Ω is invariant under i : ps, yq ÞÑ p´s, yq;
(2) QΩ and QΩ˚ are closeable on L
2pΩq;
(3) their closures QΩ, QΩ˚ are sectorial, with domain H
1
0 pΩq;
(4) the closed operators KΩ, KΩ˚ associated to QΩ, QΩ˚ satisfy 0 P rspKΩq,
0 P rspKΩ˚q;
(5) KΩ˚ is the adjoint of KΩ.
Proof. Let us denote L2pV, |h0| 12 pyqdsdyq by L20pV q and similarly L2pΣ, |h0|
1
2dyq
by L20pΣq. We first consider the sesquilinear form
Q0pv, uq “ pBsv|BsuqL20pV q ` pv|a0pisquqL20pV q,DomQ0 “ C8c pΩq.
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Let Σ “ ŤiPN Ui a covering of Σ and 1 “ řiPN χ2i pyq, χi P C8c pUiq a subor-
dinate partition of unity on Σ. Let us set
bpsq “ Re a0pisq, cpsq “ Im a0pisq, k0 “ ´∆h0 ` 1,
where the real and imaginary parts are computed w.r.t. the scalar product
in L20pΣq. We have
(3.16)
bpsq “ řiPN χibpsqχi `mpsq, mpsq “ 12 řirχi, rχi, bpsqss,
cpsq “ řiPN χicpsqχi ` npsq, npsq “ 12 řirχi, rχi, cpsqss,
k0 “ řiPN χik0χi `m0, m0 “ 12 řirχi, rχi, k0ss.
Moreover, bpsq is a second order elliptic operator, formally selfadjoint on
L20pΣq, with principal symbol η ¨Reh´1is pyqη. By Lemma 3.1 i) and ii) there
exist ci, Ti ą 0 such that:
(3.17)
1
2χik0χi ´ χiciχi ď χibpsqχi ď 32χik0χi ` χiciχi,
´12χik0χi ´ χiciχi ď χicpsqχi ď 12χik0χi ` χiciχi
on L20pΣq for |s| ď Ti. Since mpsq, npsq,m0 are multiplication operators on
Σ, there exist constants c1i such that
χip|m|psq ` |n|psq ` |m0|qχi ď c1iχ2i , on L20pΣq, for |s| ď T 1i .
It follows that
(3.18) |m| ` |n| ` |m0| ď
ÿ
iPN
c1iχ2i ,
on L20p
Ť
iPN Uiˆs ´ Si, Sirq, if 0 ă Si ă T 1i . By (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) we
obtain:
(3.19)
1
2k0 ´
ř
ipci ` 12c1iqχ2i ď b ď 32k0 `
ř
ipci ` 32c1iqχ2i ,
´12k0 ´
ř
ipci ` 12c1iqχ2i ď c ď 12k0 `
řpci ` c1iqχ2i ,
on L20p
Ť
iPN Uiˆs ´ Si, Sirq, if 0 ă Si ă minpTi, T 1i q.
By the Poincaré inequality we can find T 2i ą 0 such that
(3.20) pBsu|BsuqL20pV q ě p2ci` 2c1i` 1qpu|uqL20pV q, u P C8c ps ´ T 2i , T 2i rˆΣq.
Let now Si “ minpTi, T 1i , T 2i q and Ω Ă
Ť
iPNs ´ Si, SirˆUi an open neigh-
borhood of t0u ˆ Σ with a smooth boundary and ipΩq “ Ω. We have by
(3.20):
(3.21)
pBsu|BsuqL20pV q “
ÿ
iPN
pBsχiu|BsχiuqL20pV q
ě p2ci ` 2c1i ` 1qpu|χ2iuqL20pV q, u P C8c pΩq,
since suppu Ă Ω implies suppχiu Ăs ´ T 2i , T 2i rˆΣ. Let us denote by Qref
the hermitian form
Qrefpv, uq “ pBsv|BsuqL2pV q ` pv|k0uqL2pV q, DomQref “ C8c pΩq.
we obtain from (3.19), (3.21):
(3.22)
1
2Qrefpu, uq ď ReQ0pu, uq ď 32Qrefpu, uq,
| ImQ0pu, uq| ď 12 ReQrefpu, uq, u P C8c pΩq.
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The form Qref is closeable, strictly positive and its closure Qref has domain
H10 pΩq. From (3.22) we obtain that Q0 is closeable on C8c pΩq, and its closure
Q0 has domainH10 pΩq and is sectorial. By [K, VI.2.1] the associated operator
KΩ,0 is closed, sectorial with 0 P rspKΩ,0q.
The same is true of the form Q0˚ and if KΩ˚,0 is the operator associated to
its closure, we have KΩ˚,0 “ pKΩq˚ by [K, Thm. VI.2.5].
Next, we set KΩ ¨¨“ dˆ´1KΩ,0dˆ with domain dˆ´1 DomKΩ,0. Using (3.12)
and (3.13) we see that QΩ, QΩ˚ are closeable, with associated operators
KΩ,KΩ˚ and KΩ˚ “ dˆ´1KΩ˚,0dˆ “ pKΩq˚. l
We end this section with a lemma which states that away from BΩ, K´1Ω
is given by a pseudodifferential operator on Ω of order ´2.
We denote by Ψmc pΩq the space of classical, properly supported pseudodif-
ferential operators of order m P R, see e.g. [Sh], and by W´8pΩq the space
of smoothing operators, i.e. linear operators on Ω with smooth distributional
kernels. We set ΨmpΩq “ Ψmc pΩq `W´8pΩq and
(3.23) Ψ8pcqpΩq “
ď
mPR
ΨmpcqpΩq.
Lemma 3.3. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 P C8c pΩq with ϕ1 “ 1 near suppϕ2. Then there
exist Q P Ψ´2c pΩq such that
ϕ1K
´1
Ω ϕ2 “ ϕ1Qϕ2 `R´8, R´8 PW´8pΩq.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we obtain that |η ¨ h´1is pyqη| ě c0η ¨ h´10 pyqη forps, yq P Ω, η P Ty˚ Σ, hence K is elliptic on Ω. It is well known that K admits
a properly supported parametrix, i.e. some Q P Ψ´2c pΩq such that:
KQ´ 1l, QK ´ 1l PW´8pΩq.
We can moreover assume that p1´ ϕ1qQϕ2 “ 0 hence:
KQϕ2 “ ϕ2 ` ϕ1R´8ϕ2, R´8 PW´8pΩq.
Since ϕ1 “ 0 near BΩ, this implies that
ϕ1Qϕ2 “ Qϕ2 “ K´1Ω pϕ2 ` ϕ1R´8ϕ2q “ ϕ1K´1Ω ϕ2 ` ϕ1K´1Ω ϕ1R´8ϕ2.
By elliptic regularity K´1Ω : Hsc pΩq Ñ Hs`2loc pΩq, hence ϕ1K´1Ω ϕ1R´8ϕ2 P
W´8pΩq. This completes the proof. l
4. Calderón projectors and Hadamard states
In this section we construct the Calderón projectors C˘Ω associated to KΩ.
We show that they define a pure quasi-free state for the analytic Klein-
Gordon operator P .
4.1. Notation. Let us fix an open set Ω Ă V such that Lemma 3.1 and Prop.
3.2 hold. If Ω1 Ă Ω is open and F pΩq Ă D1pΩq is a space of distributions,
we denote by F pΩ1q Ă D1pΩ1q the space of restrictions of elements of F pΩq
to Ω1.
It is well known that any u P D1pΩ1q has a unique extension eu P D1pΩq
with eu “ 0 on ΩzΩcl1 . We will apply this to the open sets:
Ω˘ ¨¨“ ΩX t˘s ą 0u.
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For example elements of C8pΩ˘q are functions in C8pΩ˘q which extend
smoothly across s “ 0, while elements of C8c pΩ˘q have additionally a com-
pact support in Ω` and vanish near BΩ˘ X t˘s ą 0u (but not necessarily
near Σ “ BΩ˘ X ts “ 0u). Similarly elements of H10 pΩ˘q are functions in
H1pΩ˘q which vanish on BΩ˘ X t˘s ą 0u, but not necessarily on Σ.
We denote by r˘ : D1pΩq Ñ D1pΩ˘q, resp. e˘ : D1pΩ˘q Ñ D1pΩq the
operators of restriction, resp. extension by 0.
We define the trace operator by
γu “
ˆ
uæΣ
´BsuæΣ
˙
, u P C8pΩq.
We denote by γ˘ the analogous trace operators defined on C8pΩ˘q.
We set
Hp˘q “ L2pΩp˘q, |hˆs| 12dsdyq, Hp˘q0 “ L2pΩp˘q, |h0|
1
2dsdyq,
and
S “ L2pΣ, |h0| 12dyq b C2.
We denote by γ˚ : E 1pΣq2 Ñ D1pΩq the formal adjoint of γ : C8c pΩq Ñ
C8c pΣq2 when C8c pΩq, resp. C8c pΣq2 is equipped with the scalar products of
H, resp. S. We have:
(4.1) γ˚f “ δpsq b f0 ` δ1psq b f1, f “
ˆ
f0
f1
˙
P C8c pΣq2.
This follows from the fact that Bs|hˆspyq| 12 vanishes at s “ 0, because of
(3.10).
4.2. Some identities. Let us set:
(4.2)
R “
ˆ
1l 0
Bsdˆp0, yq 1l
˙
, q “
ˆ
0 1l
1l 0
˙
,
S “
ˆ
2iBtdp0, yq ´1l
1l 0
˙
, S0 “
ˆ
0 ´1l
1l 0
˙
.
The following identities are straightforward to check:
(4.3) γp˘q ˝ dˆ “ R ˝ γp˘q, R˚qR “ q, R˚S0R “ S.
The lemma below is proved by direct computations, using the form of K0
in (3.13) and integration by parts.
Lemma 4.1. Let u P C8pΩ˘q, v P C8c pΩ˘q. Then:
(4.4) pv|K0uqH˘0 ´ pK0˚ v|uqH˘0 “ ˘pγ
˘v|S0γ˘uqS .
(4.5)
pv|K0uqH˘0 ` pK0v|uqH˘0
“ 2pBsv|BsuqH˘0 ` pv|pa0pisq ` a0pisq
˚quqH˘0 ¯ pγ
˘v|qγ˘uqS .
The following proposition will be needed in the proof of Thm. 4.5 below.
It is superfluous if the Cauchy hypersurface Σ is compact.
For χ P C8c pΣq we set }∇χ}8 “ supyPΣ |Bjχpyqhjk0 pyqBkχpyq|
1
2 .
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Proposition 4.2. Let χ be a compactly supported Lipschitz function on
pΣ, h0q. There exists c0 ą 0 such that for all u, v P H10 pΩ˘q:
|pχv|ra0pisq, χsuqH˘0 | ď c0p}χ}8}∇χ}8 ` }∇χ}28q}v}H1pΩ˘q}u}H1pΩ˘q,
|pχv|ra0pisq˚, χsuqH˘0 | ď c0p}χ}8}∇χ}8 ` }∇χ}28q}v}H1pΩ˘q}u}H1pΩ˘q.
Proof. Let us set dˆspyq “ dˆps, yq. It suffices to prove the result for a0pisq,
using that a0pisq˚ “ a0p´isq. Moreover by density we can assume that
u, v P C8c pΩ˘q. From (3.13) we obtain that ra0pisq, χs “ dˆsrapisq, χsdˆ´1s and
rapisq, χsu “ ´Bjχhjkis Bku´ |his|´
1
2 Bjphjkis |his|
1
2 Bkχuq.
It follows that
pχv|ra0pisq, χsuqH˘0 “ pχv|dˆsrapisq, χsdˆ
´1
s uqH˘0
“ ´
ˆ
Ω˘
χvBjχhjkis dˆsBkpdˆ´1s uq|h0|
1
2dsdy
´
ˆ
Ω˘
dˆs|h0| 12 |his|´ 12χvBjphjkis |his|
1
2 Bkχdˆ´1s uqdsdy
“ ´
ˆ
Ω˘
χvBjχhjkis dˆsBkpdˆ´1s uq|h0|
1
2dsdy
`
ˆ
Ω˘
dˆsBjpdˆ´1s χvqhjkis Bkχu|h0|
1
2dsdy,
where we integrate by parts the second term and use that dˆs “ |h0|´1{4|his|1{4.
Expanding the derivatives, we obtain:
pχv|ra0pisq, χsuqH˘0
“ ´
ˆ
Ω˘
χvBjχhjkis dˆsBku|h0|
1
2dsdy `
ˆ
Ω˘
χvBjχhjkis Bkpln dˆsqu|h0|
1
2dsdy
`
ˆ
Ω˘
χBjvhjkis Bkχu|h0|
1
2dsdy `
ˆ
Ω˘
vBjχhjkis Bkχu|h0|
1
2dsdy
´
ˆ
Ω˘
χvBjplnpdˆsqqhjkis Bkχu|h0|
1
2dsdy.
We can use Lemma 3.1 iii) to bound scalar products involving hispyq by
scalar products involving h0pyq. We also know from Lemma 3.1 iv), v) that:
|Bjpln dˆspyqqhjkis pyqBkχpyq| ď c0|Bjχpyqhjk0 pyqBkχpyq|, @ps, yq P Ω.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain that
|pχv|ra0pisq, χsuqH˘0 | ď c0p}χ}8}∇χ}8 ` }∇χ}
28q}v}H1pΩ˘q}u}H1pΩ˘q.
This completes the proof. l
4.3. The Calderón projectors.
Definition 4.3. Let Ω Ť V be as in Prop. 3.2. The Calderón projectors for
KΩ are the operators
C˘Ω ¨¨“ ¯γ˘K´1Ω γ˚S.
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Note that it is not a priori clear that C˘Ω are well defined, even as maps
from C8c pΣq2 to D1pΣq2. Despite their name, it is even less clear whether C˘Ω
are projectors on suitable spaces. Let us start by reviewing basic properties
of C˘Ω , which are well known if Σ is compact. We refer the reader to the
book [Gr, Chap. 11] for details on the compact case.
We recall that the pseudodifferential operator classes Ψ8pΣq were intro-
duced in (3.23).
Proposition 4.4. (1) C˘Ω map C8c pΣq2 continuously into C8pΣq2;
(2) C˘Ω are given by 2ˆ 2 matrices with entries in Ψ8pΣq.
Proof. To prove (1) we can replace K´1Ω by ϕ1K
´1
Ω ϕ2 for ϕi P C8c pΩq
equal to 1 on some neighborhood of Ui Ť Σ. By Lemma 3.3 we can then
replace ϕ1K´1Ω ϕ2 by ϕ1Qϕ2 where Q P Ψ´2c pΩq is a properly supported
pseudodifferential operator. The proofs in [Gr, Chap. 11] can be then applied
directly to get (1).
It also follows from [Gr, Chap. 11] that if ψ P C8c pΣq, then ψC˘Ωψ is
given by a 2ˆ2 matrix with entries in Ψ8c pΣq. To prove (2) it hence remains
to show that if ψ1, ψ2 P C8c pΣq have disjoint supports, then ψ1C˘Ωψ2 is a
smoothing operator on Σ. Clearly we can find ϕi P C8c pΩq with disjoint
supports such that ϕi “ 1 near t0u ˆ suppψi. Then in the formula defining
ψ1C
˘
Ωψ2 we can replace K
´1
Ω by ϕ1K
´1
Ω ϕ2, which is smoothing by Lemma
3.3. Therefore ψ1C˘Ωψ2 is smoothing, which completes the proof of (2). l
Theorem 4.5. Let Ω Ť V be as in Prop. 3.2. The following properties
hold true:
(1) one has
C`Ω ` C´Ω “ 1l on C8c pΣq2;
(2) setting λ˘ ¨¨“ ˘q ˝ C˘Ω one has
pf |λ˘fqS ě 0, @f P C8c pΣq2.
It follows from the general arguments recalled in 2.1.4 that λ˘ are a pair of
Cauchy surface two-point functions for the analytic Klein-Gordon operator
P .
Definition 4.6. We denote by ωΩ the quasi-free state with Cauchy surface
covariances given by the sesquilinear forms p¨|λ˘¨qS .
Before starting the proof of Thm. 4.5 we state a result about smooth
approximations of the distance function on pΣ, hq, which follows from [AFLR,
Thm. 1].
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that Σ is not compact and let dpy, y1q be the
geodesic distance for h0. Then for any fixed y0 P Σ, there exists r P C8pΣq
such that:
iq 12dpy0, yq ď rpyq ď 2dpy0, yq,
iiq }∇r}8 ď 2.
Proof of Thm. 4.5. For ease of notation we will drop the Ω subscripts in
the sequel. The proof consists of several steps.
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Step 1. We first claim that is suffices to prove the theorem for K0 instead
of K. In fact let C˘0 “ ¯γ˘K´10 γ0˚S0 be the analogue of C˘Ω , defined using
K0, where γ0˚ is defined as the formal adjoint of γ : H0 Ñ S. Note that
γ0˚ “ γ˚.
We recall that:
K´1Ω “ dˆ´1K´10 dˆ, γp˘q “ R´1γp˘q0 dˆ,
γ˚ “ dˆ´1γ0˚ pR´1q˚, S “ R˚S0R,
which implies that
C˘Ω “ R´1C˘0 R.
Since q “ R˚qR it suffices to prove the theorem for C˘0 .
Step 2. In Step 2 we prove (1).
Let us consider
u˘ “ r˘K´10 γ0˚S0f, for f P C8c pΣq2.
Using the ellipticity of K0 and the fact that K´10 is a pseudodifferential
operator away from BΩ, one can prove that u˘ P H10 pΩ˘q X C8pΩ˘q, see
Lemma A.1 in the appendix.
Let f, g P C8c pΣq2. We fix v P C8c pΩq such that γv “ g and set u˘ “
¯r˘K´10 γ˚S0f so that γ˘u˘ “ C˘0 f . We have:
(4.6)
pg|S0pC` ` C´qfqS “ pγ`r`v|S0γ`u`qS ` pγ´r´v|S0γ´u´qS
“ pr`v|K0u`qH`0 ´ pr
`K0˚ v|u`qH`0
´ pr´v|K0u´qH´0 ` pr
´K0˚ v|u´qH´0
“ ´pr`K0˚ v|u`qH`0 ` pr
´K0˚ v|u´qH´0
“ pK0˚ v|K´10 γ˚S0fqH0 “ pv|γ˚S0fqH0
“ pγv|S0fqS “ pg|S0fqS .
In the second line we used (4.4), and then we used that K0u˘ “ 0 in Ω˘.
Next, in the next lines we used that v P C8c pΩq and hence K0˚ v “ pK0q˚v.
Since g is arbitrary and S0 is injective, (4.6) implies that C`0 f ` C´0 f “ f ,
which completes the proof of (1).
Step 3. In Step 3 we prove (2). For simplicity we consider only the case of
C`0 , the case of C
´
0 being similar. Let f P C8c pΣq2 and u` “ r`K´10 γ0˚S0f .
The idea is to apply the identities (4.4), (4.5) to v “ u “ u`. However since
we do not know if γ`u P L2pΣq2, the boundary terms in these identities may
be ill defined. Therefore we need some extra approximation argument. This
argument is superfluous if Σ is compact.
Assume first that Σ is non-compact. We fix F P C8c pRq equal to 1 near
0. We set:
χnpyq “ F pn´1rpyqq, n P N˚,
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where rpyq is the approximation of the distance function given in Prop. 4.7.
Since pΣ, h0q is complete we have:
(4.7)
iq χn P C8c pΣq,
iiq s´ limnÑ8 χn “ 1l on H˘0 ,
iiiq }∇χn}8 P Opn´1q.
If Σ is compact we set χnpyq ” 1.
From (4.5) we obtain that:
pχ2nu`|K0u`qH`0 ` pK0u
`|χ2nu`qH`0
“ 2pBsχnu`|Bsχnu`qH`0 ` pu
`|pχ2na0pisq ` a0pisq˚χ2nqu`qH`0
´ pχnγ`u`|qχnγ`u`qS .
Next, we write:
χ2na0pisq ` a0pisq˚χ2n
“ χnpa0pisq ` a0pisq˚qχn ` χnrχn, a0pisqs ` ra0pisq˚, χnsχn,
which yields:
(4.8)
pχ2nu`|K0u`qH`0 ` pK0u
`|χ2nu`qH`0
“ 2pBsχnu`|Bsχnu`qH`0 ` pχnu
`|pa0pisq ` a0pisq˚qχnu`qH`0
` pχnu`|rχn, a0pisqsu`qH`0 ` prχn, a0pisqsu
`|χnu`qH`0
´ pχnγ`u`|qχnγ`u`qS .
The first line in (4.8) vanishes since K0u` “ 0 in Ω`, the second is positive
by (3.22). By Prop. 4.2 the third line is Opn´1q. Since γ`u` “ C`0 f we
obtain:
(4.9) pχnC`0 f |qχnC`0 fqS ě ´Cn´1.
To complete the proof of (2) we now use the identity (4.4) combined with
reflection in s.
Let us set iups, yq ¨¨“ up´s, yq for u P H0. Then since a0pisq˚ “ a0p´isq,
and Ω is invariant under i we have
(4.10) i : DomK0
„ÝÑ DomK0˚ , K0˚ “ iK0i.
Moreover if I “
ˆ
1l 0
0 ´1l
˙
one has
(4.11) γ¯ ˝ i “ I ˝ γ˘.
We take u` “ r`K´10 γ0˚S0f as before and v` “ r`iK´10 γ0˚S0g for g P
C8c pΣq2. Then from (4.4) we obtain
pχ2nv`|K0u`qH`0 ´ pK0˚ v
`|χ2nu`qH`0
“ pv`|pχ2na0pisq ´ a0pisqχ2nqu`qH`0 ` pχnγ
`v`|S0χnγ`u`qS .
As above we write:
χ2na0pisq ´ a0pisqχ2n “ χnrχn, a0pisqs ` rχn, a0pisqsχn,
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which yields
(4.12)
pχ2nv`|K0u`qH`0 ´ pK0˚ v
`|χ2nu`qH`0
“ pχnv`|rχn, a0pisqsu`qH`0 ` pra0pisq
˚, χnsv`|χnu`qH`0
` pχnγ`v`|S0χnγ`u`qS .
We have K0u` “ 0 in Ω` and by (4.10) K0˚ v` “ 0 in Ω` so the first line
in (4.12) vanishes. By Prop. 4.2 the second line is Opn´1q. By (4.11)
we see that γ`v` “ Iγ´K´10 γ0˚S0g “ IC´0 g. Using also that I˚S0 “
´q and γ`u` “ ´C`0 f , we obtain that the third line in (4.12) equals
pχnC´0 g|qχnC`0 fqS . Therefore we obtain
pχnC´0 g|qχnC`0 fqS P Opn´1q.
Taking g “ f this implies that
(4.13) |pχnC´0 f |qχnC`0 fqS | P Opn´1q
We can now complete the proof of (2). We have for f P C8c pΣq2 and n large
enough
pf |qC`0 fqS “ pχ2nf |qC`0 fqS “ pχnf |qχnC`0 fqS
“ pχnC`0 f |qχnC`0 fqS ` pχnC´0 f |qχnC`0 fqS
ě ´Cn´1,
where we used (1) in the second line and (4.9), (4.13) in the third line.
Letting nÑ `8 we obtain (2). This completes the proof of the theorem. l
4.4. Purity of ωΩ. In this subsection we prove that the state ωΩ is pure,
using the characterization of pure states recalled in Prop. 2.1.
If Σ is compact, this follows immediately from the fact that C˘Ω are pro-
jectors (note that C8c pΣq “ C8pΣq then so C˘Ω ˝ C˘Ω is then well defined
on C8c pΣq2). The fact that C˘Ω are projectors in the compact case is well
known, see e.g. [Gr, Prop. 11.7].
If Σ is not compact, we cannot a priori make sense of C˘Ω ˝C˘Ω , so an extra
approximation argument is needed. In the proposition below we assume that
Σ is not compact and we set ψn “ χ2n, where χn P C8c pΣq is the sequence of
cutoff functions introduced in the proof of Thm. 4.5.
Proposition 4.8. Let f P C8c pΣq2. Then:
(4.14)
iq ψnC`Ω f ´ C`ΩψnC`Ω f Ñ 0,
iiq ψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ C`ΩψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f Ñ 0,
in D1pΣq2 when nÑ8.
Proof. By the same reasoning as in Step 1 in the proof of Thm. 4.5,
it suffices to prove the analogue of (4.14) with C`Ω replaced by C
`
0 “
´γ`K´10 γ˚S0.
Let us note that the identity (4.4) is of course still valid if u P C8c pΩ˘q
and v P C8pΩ˘q. It is also valid if u P C8c pΩ˘q and v P H2locpΩ˘q, since all
the terms in the identity are still well defined.
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For f P C8c pΣq2 we set
V `0 f ¨¨“ ´r`K´10 γ˚S0f.
Let w P C8c pΩ`q and
v “ pK´10 q˚e`w.
We know that v P H10 pΩq by Prop. 3.2, and v P H2locpΩq using that e`w P
L2pΩq and elliptic regularity. For u P C8c pΩ`q we obtain from (4.4):
(4.15) pv|K0uqH`0 ´ pK0˚ v|uqH`0 “ pγ
`v|S0γ`uqS “ pγv|S0γ`uqS ,
where in the last equality we use that γ˘v “ γv. In fact γv is well defined
as an element of H3{2loc pΣq ‘H1{2loc pΣq since v P H2locpΩq. Next, we obtain:
(4.16)
pγv|S0γ`uqS “ pv|γ˚S0γ`uqH0 “ ppK´10 q˚e`w|γ˚S0γ`uqH0
“ pe`w|K´10 γ˚S0γ`uqH0 “ ´pw|V `0 γ`uqH`0 .
From (4.15), (4.16) we obtain:
(4.17)
pw|u´ V `0 γ`uqH`0 “ ppK
´1
0 q˚e`w|K0uqH`0 ,
“ pv|K0uqH`0 , u, w P C8c pΩ
`q.
We now fix f P C8c pΣq2 and u “ V `0 f . By Lemma A.1 in the appendix,
we know that u P H10 pΩ`q X C8pΩ`q. We now apply (4.17) replacing u by
un “ ψnu, which belongs to C8c pΩ`q.
Since K0u “ 0 in Ω`, we have K0ψnu “ rK0, ψnsu and since ψn “ χ2n:
rK0, ψns “ ra0pisq, ψns “ χnra0pisq, χns ` ra0pisq, chnsχn.
By Prop. 4.2 we obtain:
|pv|rK0, ψnsuqH`0 | ď |pχnv|ra0pisq, χnsuqH`0 | ` |pra0˚pisq, χnsv|χnuqH`0 |
ď Cn´1}v}H1pΩ`q}u}H1pΩ`q.
Using (4.17) this yields:
(4.18)
|pw|ψnu´ V `0 γ`ψnuqH`0 | ď Cn
´1}v}H1pΩq}u}H1pΩ`q
ď Cn´1}e`w}H´1pΩq}u}H1pΩ`q.
We claim that
(4.19) }e`w}H´1pΩq ď C}w}H10 pΩ`q˚ .
Indeed, for g˜ P C8c pΩq we have:
|pe`w|g˜qH0 | “ |pw|r`g˜qH`0 |
ď C}w}
H10 pΩ`q˚}r
`g˜}H1pΩ`q
ď C}w}
H10 pΩ`q˚}g˜}H1pΩq,
which implies (4.19). Therefore we deduce from (4.18) by duality that if
r1,n ¨¨“ ψnu´ V `0 γ`ψnu,
we have
(4.20) }r1,n}H1pΩq ď Cn´1}u}H1pΩ`q.
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Hence, r1,n Ñ 0 in H1pΩ`q as nÑ8.
We now apply (4.17) once again replacing u by vn “ ψnV `0 γ`ψnu. We
obtain since K0V `0 γ`ψnu “ 0 in Ω`:
pw|vn ´ V `0 γ`vnqH`0 “ pv|rK0, ψnsV
`
0 γ
`ψnuqH`0 ,
hence
|pw|vn ´ V `0 γ`vnqH`0 | ď Cn
´1}e`w}H´1pΩq}V `0 γ`ψnu}H1pΩ`q.
By (4.20) we have
}V `0 γ`ψnu}H1pΩ`q ď C}ψnu}H1pΩ`q ` Cn´1}u}H1pΩ`q ď C}u}H1pΩ`q,
since }∇ψn}8 ď C. Finally we obtain as before that:
(4.21) r2,n ¨¨“ ψnV `0 γ`ψnu´ V `0 γ`ψnV `0 γ`ψnuÑ 0 in H1pΩ`q,
as nÑ8.
We note then that if U Ť Ω and U` “ U X ts ą 0u, we have K0ψnu “ 0
in U` for n " 1, hence K0r1,n “ K0r2,n “ 0 in U` for n " 1. We can now
use the argument of ‘partial hypoellipticity at the boundary’ (see e.g. [Gr,
page 311]), which we now briefly explain.
We can introduce local coordinates on Σ near y0 P Σ, and map U to a
neighborhood V of p0, 0q in R1`d for d “ dim Σ. We denoting by Hm,`pR1`dq
the space of u P S 1pR1`dq such that xDxymxDyy`u P L2pR1`dq, and then
using the coordinates we define the spaces H1`k,´kloc pΩq and H1`k,´kloc pΩ`q
(the definition depends on the choice of coordinates, but this is not important
here). Then one deduces, using that K0ri,n “ 0 in U` that ri,n Ñ 0 also in
H1`k,´kloc pΩ`q for any k P N.
We can now safely apply the boundary value operator γ` and deduce from
(4.20), (4.21) that:
γ`ri,n Ñ 0 in D1pΣq2.
Using the definitions of u, ri,n and the fact that C`0 “ γ`V `0 this yields:
ψnC
`
0 f ´ C`0 ψnC`0 f Ñ 0,
ψnC
`
0 ψnC
`
0 f ´ C`0 ψnC`0 ψnC`0 f Ñ 0,
in D1pΣq2 when nÑ8, which entails the desired result. l
Proposition 4.9. The state ωΩ is pure.
Proof. By Prop. 2.1 it suffices to find, for each f P C8c pΣq2, a sequence
fn P C8c pΣq2 such that:
(4.22) lim
nÑ`8
|f ¨ qfn|2
fn ¨ pλ` ` λ´qfn
“ f ¨ pλ` ` λ´qf.
We take
fn “ ψnpC`Ω ´ C´Ω qf,
and note first that
(4.23) f ¨ qfn “ f ¨ qψnpC`Ω ´ C´Ω qf “ ψnf ¨ pλ` ` λ´qf “ f ¨ pλ` ` λ´qf
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for n " 1, since f has compact support. It remains to compute the limit of
the denominator in (4.22), which we will denote by In in the sequel. Since
C`Ω ´ C´Ω “ 2C`Ω ´ 1 and λ` ` λ´ “ qp2C`Ω ´ 1q, we obtain:
In “ ψnp2C`Ω ´ 1qf ¨ qp2C`Ω ´ 1qψnp2C`Ω ´ 1qf.
Next
p2C`Ω ´ 1qψnp2C`Ω ´ 1q “ 4C`ΩψnC`Ω ´ 2C`Ωψn ´ 2ψnC`Ω ` ψn,
which yields:
In “ 8ψnC`Ω f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ 4ψnC`Ω f ¨ qC`Ωψnf
´ 4ψnC`Ω f ¨ qψnC`Ω f ` 2ψnC`Ω f ¨ qψnf
´ 4ψnf ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ω f ` 2ψnf ¨ qC`Ωψnf
` 2ψnf ¨ qψnC`Ω f ´ ψnf ¨ qψnf.
Using that qC`Ω is hermitian by Thm. 4.5 we obtain:
In “ 8f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ 4f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ωψnf
´ 4f ¨ qC`Ωψ2nC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qC`Ωψ2nf
´ 4f ¨ qψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qψnC`Ωψnf
` 2f ¨ qψ2nC`Ω f ´ f ¨ qψ2nf.
Next we use that f has compact support, hence for n " 1 we have:
In “ 8f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ 4f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ω f
´ 4f ¨ qC`Ωψ2nC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f
´ 4f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f
` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f ´ f ¨ qf.
We now apply Prop. 4.8 ii) and obtain that:
In “ 8f ¨ qψnC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ 4f ¨ qψnC`Ω f
´ 4f ¨ qψ2nC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f
´ 4f ¨ qψnC`Ω f ` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f
` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f ´ f ¨ qf ` op1q.
Using again that f has compact support we obtain:
In “ 8f ¨ qC`ΩψnC`Ω f ´ 8f ¨ qC`Ω f
` 2f ¨ qC`Ω f ´ f ¨ qf ` op1q
“ f ¨ qp2C`Ω ´ 1qf ` op1q.
Therefore
lim
nÑ8 fn ¨ pλ
` ` λ´qfn “ f ¨ pλ` ` λ´qf,
which using (4.23) completes the proof of (4.22). l
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4.5. An example. For illustration let us consider the special case of an
ultra-static metric
g “ ´dt2 ` hpyqdy2,
where pΣ, hpyqdy2q is complete, and a constant mass term V pxq “ m2 ě 0.
Then,
P “ B2t ` a, K “ ´B2s ` a,
where a “ ´∆h `m2 is essentially self-adjoint in L2pΣ, |h| 12dyq. We denote
by  ě 0 the square root of the closure of a.
As the set Ω we can take s ´ T, T rˆΣ for T ą 0. The closed operator KΩ
corresponds to Dirichlet boundary conditions at s “ ˘T .
Let us denote by θpsq the Heaviside step function.
We can easily compute K´1Ω , namely K
´1
Ω v “ u´ r where
upsq “ p2q´1
ˆ `8
´8
θps´ s1qe´ps´s1q ` θps1 ´ sqeps´s1qvps1qds1,
and
rpsq “ p2q´1pe4T ´ 1q´1pep2T´sqv` ´ esv` ´ e´sv´ ` eps`2T qv´q,
and
v˘ “
ˆ T
´T
e˘s1vps1qds1.
A simple computation shows that the Calderón projector is
(4.24) C`Ω “
1
2
ˆ
1 ´1thpTq
 cothpTq 1
˙
.
Note that the infrared singularity (occurring if 0 R rspq) is completely
‘smoothed out’ by the Dirichlet boundary condition at ts “ ´T uY ts “ T u.
Suppose now for simplicity that  ą 0. In the limit when T Ñ 8, the
right hand side of (4.24) converges to a projection that corresponds to the
ground state for P .
5. Analytic Hadamard property
In this section we prove that the quasi-free state ωΩ constructed in Thm.
4.5 is an analytic Hadamard state. We first recall well-known facts about the
representation of distributions as sums of boundary values of holomorphic
functions. We refer the reader to [H2, Chap. 3], [Ko, Sec. 3.4] for details.
5.1. Distributions as boundary values of holomorphic functions.
5.1.1. Notation. We first introduce some notation.
- In the sequel a cone of vertex 0 in Rn which is convex, open and proper
will be simply called a convex open cone. If Γ,Γ1 are two cones of vertex 0
in Rn we write Γ1 Ť Γ if pΓ1 X Sn´1q Ť pΓX Sn´1q.
- If Γ is a convex open cone we denote by
Γo ¨¨“ tξ P Rn : ξ ¨ y ě 0, @y P Γu
its polar. Γo is a closed convex cone.
- Let Ω Ă Rn be open and let Γ Ă Rn be a convex open cone. Then a
domain D Ă Cn is called a tuboid of profile Ω` iΓ if:
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(1) D Ă Ω` iΓ,
(2) for any x0 P Ω and any subcone Γ1 Ť Γ there exists a neighborhood
Ω1 of x0 in Ω and r ą 0 such that
Ω1 ` ity P Γ1 : 0 ă |y| ď ru Ă D.
- If D Ă Cn is open, we denote by OpDq the space of holomorphic functions
in D.
- We write F P OpΩ` iΓ0q if F P OpDq for some tuboid D of profile Ω` iΓ.
- If F P OpDq for some tuboid D of profile Ω` iΓ, we write F P OtemppΩ`
iΓ0q and say that F is temperate, if for any K Ť Ω, any subcone Γ1 Ť Γ
and r ą 0 such that K ` ity P Γ1 : 0 ă |y| ď ru Ă D, there exists
C, r ą 0, N P N such that
(5.1) |F px` iyq| ď C|y|´N , x P K, y P Γ1, 0 ă |y| ď r.
5.1.2. Boundary values of holomorphic functions. If F P OtemppΩ` iΓ0q the
limit
(5.2) lim
Γ1QyÑ0F px` iyq “ fpxq exists in D
1pΩq,
for any Γ1 Ť Γ and is denoted by F px` iΓ0q, (see e.g. [Ko, Thm. 3.6]).
If Γ1, . . . ,ΓN are convex open cones such that
ŤN
1 Γ
o
i “ Rn then any
u P D1pΩq can be written as
(5.3) upxq “
Nÿ
j“1
Fjpx` iΓj0q,
for some Fj P OtemppΩ ` iΓj0q. The non-uniqueness of the decomposition
(5.3) is described by Martineau’s edge of the wedge theorem, which states
that
Nÿ
j“1
Fjpx` iΓj0q “ 0 in D1pΩq
for Fj P OtemppΩ ` iΓj0q iff there exist Hjk P OtemppΩ ` iΓjk0q for Γjk “
pΓj ` Γkqconv (Aconv denotes the convex hull of A) such that
Fj “
ÿ
k
Hjk in Ω` iΓj , Hjk “ ´Hkj in Γjk,
see for example [Ko, Thm. 3.9].
5.2. The analytic wave front set. We now recall the definition of the
analytic wave front set of a distribution on Rn.
Definition 5.1. Let u P D1pΩq for Ω Ă Rn open and px0, ξ0q P Ωˆ Rnzt0u.
Then px0, ξ0q does not belong to the analytic wave front set WFapuq if there
exists N P N, a neighborhood Ω1 of x0 in Ω and convex open cones Γj,
1 ď j ď N , such that
upxq “
Nÿ
j“1
Fjpx` iΓj0q over Ω1,
for Fj P OtemppΩ1`iΓj0q, 1 ď j ď N , and Fj holomorphic near x0 if ξ0 P Γoj .
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The equivalence of the above definition of the analytic wave front set with
other ones, in particular with the one introduced by Hörmander (see e.g.
[H2, Def. 8.4.3], has been proved by Bony in [B].
The analytic wave front set is covariant under analytic diffeomorphisms,
which allows to extend its definition to distributions on a real analytic man-
ifold in the usual way.
We will often work with open sets of the form Ω “ IˆY for I Ă R an open
interval and Y Ă Rn´1 open, writing x P Ω as pt, yq. If Γ “s0,`8r, we will
write simply I˘ i0 for the profiles I˘ iΓ0. We denote by OtemppI˘ i0;D1pY qq
the space of temperate D1pY q-valued holomorphic functions on some tuboid
D of profile I ˘ i0. This means that for each K Ť I there exist r ą 0, N P N
such that for each bounded set B Ă DpY q there exist CB ą 0 such that
sup
ϕPB
|xupz, ¨q, ϕp¨qyY | ď CB| Im z|´N , Re z P K,˘ Im z ą 0, | Im z| ď r,
where x¨, ¨yY is the duality bracket between D1pY q and DpY q.
Let us set ϕzpsq “ ps´zq´1 for z P CzR. If u P D1pRˆRn´1q has compact
support, then
F pz, yq “ 1
2ipi
xϕzp¨q, F p¨, yqyR
belongs to OtemppR˘ i0;D1pRn´1qq and
ups, yq “ F ps` i0, yq ´ F ps´ i0, yq,
where F ps˘ i0, yq “ limÑ0` F ps` i0, yq in D1pRˆ Rn´1q.
5.3. Proof of the analytic Hadamard property. Let us fix a neighbor-
hood U of t0u ˆ Σ in Rˆ Σ, a neighborhood U 1 of Σ in M and
χ : pU,´dt2 ` htpyqdy2q Ñ pU 1, gq
the analytic isometric diffeomorphism given by the Gaussian normal coor-
dinates to Σ in pM, gq. We recall that χ˚P “ B2t ` rpt, yqBt ` apt, y, Byq “
P pt, y, Bt, Byq. Since P has analytic coefficients, P extends holomorphically
in z “ t ` is to a neighborhood W of t0u ˆ Σ in C ˆ Σ. This holomorphic
extension will be denoted by
Pz “ P pz, y, Bz, Byq,
and P pt, y, Bt, Byq will be denoted by Pt. The Wick rotated operator K “
P pis, y,´iBs, Byq, defined on a neighborhood V of t0u ˆ Σ in iR ˆ Σ, will
henceforth be denoted by Pis.
We also fix an open set Ω Ă V as in Prop. 3.2 and recall that C˘Ω are
the associated Calderón projectors constructed in Sect. 4. Moreover for
f P D1pΣq2 we denote by UΣf P D1pUq the solution of the Cauchy problem:#
Ptu “ 0 in U
ρΣu “ f.
We will first prove in Prop. 5.3 a result of independent interest about a key
property of C˘Ω . In the C8 case (see [GW2, Thm. 3.12]) it is known that
this property implies that ω is a C8 Hadamard state.
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We are indebted to Pierre Schapira for crucial help with the proof of Prop.
5.2, who also gave an extension of this result to the framework of D´modules
in [Sch].
Proposition 5.2. We have:
WFapUΣC˘Ω fq Ă N˘ @f P E 1pΣq2.
Proof. We only prove the proposition for C`Ω , the proof for C
´
Ω being similar.
In the sequel we set I “s´ δ, δr where δ ą 0 will be chosen small enough.
We set
v ¨¨“ ´K´1Ω γ˚Sf, g ¨¨“ γ`v “ C`Ω f, u ¨¨“ UΣC`Ω f.
The proof will be split in several steps.
Step 1.
By the analytic propagation of singularities theorem (see [Kw, Thm. 3.3’]
or [H4, Thm. 7.1]), it suffices to prove that WFapuq Ă N` over I ˆ Y1 for a
neighborhood Y1 Ť Σ of some y0 P Σ. By a partition of unity argument, we
can also assume that supp f Ť Y where Y is an arbitrary open neighborhood
of Y1. In fact since Pisv “ γ˚Sf and Pis is an elliptic operator with analytic
coefficients, we deduce from the Morrey-Nirenberg theorem (see e.g. [H1,
Thm. 7.5.1]) that if f “ 0 near Y1, then v is analytic near t0u ˆ Y1 hence g
is analytic near Y1. This implies that u is analytic near y0.
Another observation is that by finite propagation speed, if g1 “ g near
Y1, then UΣg “ UΣg1 near I ˆ Y1. Therefore we can fix cutoff functions
ψ P C8c pIq, ψ˜ P C8c pY q with ψ “ 1 near 0, ψ˜ “ 1 near Y1 and replace v by
χv for χps, yq “ ψpsqψ˜pyq so that
(5.4) γ`χv “ ψ˜g.
Step 2.
Writing z “ t` is motivates the following notation that we will use in the
sequel:
Ir{l “ I X t˘t ą 0u, I˘ “ I X t˘s ą 0u,
D “ I ˆ iI, D˘ “ I ˆ iI˘, Dr{l “ Ir{l ˆ iI.
By Subsect. 5.1 we can write
(5.5) χvps, yq “ vrpis` 0, yq ´ vlpis´ 0, yq,
where vr{l are the restrictions to Dr{l ˆ Y1 of
F pz, yq “ ´ 1
2ipi
xϕ´izp¨q, χvp¨, yqyR.
Since Pisv “ γ˚Sf “ δpsq b h0pyq ` δ1psq b h1pyq for h0, h1 P E 1pΣq, we have
Pisχv “ δpsq b h0pyq ` δ1psq b h1pyq on I ˆ Y1.
Using that δpsq “ 12ipi p 1s`i0 ´ 1s´i0q, this implies that
Pzv
r{l “ w in Dr{l ˆ Y1,
where
wpz, yq “ 1
2piz
b h0pyq ` 1
2ipiz2
b h1pyq ` rpz, yq,
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and rpz, yq P OpD;D1pN1qq. Note that w P OtemppD`;D1pY1qq. Let us now
set (see also Fig. 1):
ur{lpt, yq “ vr{lpt` i0, yq|Ir{l P D1pIr{l ˆ Y1q.
We have
Ptu
r{lpt, yq “ Pzvr{lpt` i0, yq “ wpt` i0, yq in Ir{l ˆ Y1.
t
Σ
is
vvl vr
ul
0 0
ur
Figure 1. Relation between v, vr{l and ur{l.
Since Pt is hyperbolic with respect to dt, we can extend ur{l to u˜r{l P
D1pI ˆ Y1q which solve#
Ptu˜
r{l “ wpt` i0, yq in I ˆ Y2,
u˜r{lpt, yq “ ur{lpt, yq in Ir{l ˆ Y2,
where Y2 Ť Y1 is a neighborhood of y0 in Σ. Since wpt` i0, yq and ur{lpt, yq
are boundary values of holomorphic functions from D`, we know (see for
example [Ka, Thm. 4.3.10]) that
WFa pwpt` i0, yqq Ă tτ ě 0u over I ˆ Y1,
WFa
`
ur{lpt, yq˘ Ă tτ ě 0u over Ir{l ˆ Y1.
By propagation of singularities (see [Kw, Thm. 3.3’] or [H4, Thm. 7.1]), this
implies that
WFa
`
u˜r{lpt, yq˘ Ă tτ ě 0u over I ˆ Y2.
Let us denote by α “ pα1, . . . , αn´1q or β “ pβ1, . . . , βn´1q the elements of
t´1, 1un´1 “ A “ B and by γ “ pγ1, . . . , γn´1q the elements of C “ A\B,
where \ denotes the disjoint union.
We set ∆γ “ ty P Rn´1 : yjγj ą 0u, and Γγ “s0,`8rˆ∆γ . Since the
polar cones Γoγ cover WFapu˜r{lq over I ˆ Y2, we can by [Ko, Thm. 3.9] write
u˜r{l as
(5.6) u˜r{lpxq “
ÿ
αPA
U r{lα px` iΓα0q, over I ˆ Y2,
for U r{lα P OtempppI ˆ Y2q ` iΓα0q.
Similarly we have
(5.7) ur{lpxq “ vr{lpt` i0, yq “
ÿ
βPB
V
r{l
β px` iΓβ0q over Ir{l ˆ Y2,
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for V r{lβ P OtempppIr{l ˆ Y2q ` iΓβ0q. By Martineau’s edge of the wedge
theorem, see [Ko, Thm. 3.9], we can find Hr{lγ,γ1 P OtempppIr{lˆY2q` iΓγ,γ10q,
for Γγ,γ1 “ pΓγ ` Γγ1qconv such that Hγ1,γ “ ´Hγ,γ1 and:
(5.8) U r{lα “
ÿ
γ1PC
H
r{l
α,γ1 on pIr{l ˆ Y2q ` iΓα0,
(5.9) V r{lβ “ ´
ÿ
γ1PC
H
r{l
β,γ1 on pIr{l ˆ Y2q ` iΓβ0.
Let us set
v˜r{lpz, yq “
ÿ
αPA
U r{lα pz, y ` i∆α0q P OtemppD`;D1pY2qq,
so that u˜r{lpt, yq “ v˜r{lpt` i0, yq by (5.6). We obtain that
v˜r{lpz, yq “
ÿ
αPA,γ1PC
H
r{l
α,γ1pz, y ` i∆α0q
“ ´
ÿ
β1PB,αPA
H
r{l
β1,αpz, y ` i∆α0q
“ ´
ÿ
β1PB,αPA
H
r{l
β1,αpz, y ` i∆β10q
“ ´
ÿ
β1PB,γPC
H
r{l
β1,γpz, y ` i∆β10q
“ vr{lpz, yq in D` XDr{l ˆ Y2.
In the first line we use (5.8), in the second and fourth lines we use thatHγ,γ1 “
´Hγ1,γ , in the third line the fact that Hβ1,α P OtempppIr{lˆY2q` iΓβ1,α0q and
the property of boundary values of holomorphic functions recalled in 5.1.2,
and in last line (5.9) and (5.7).
Summarizing we have:
(5.10) u˜r{lpt, yq “ v˜r{lpt` i0, yq
(5.11)
Pz v˜
r{lpz, yq “ wpz, yq in D` ˆ Y2,
v˜r{lpz, yq “ vr{lpz, yq in pD` XDr{lq ˆ Y2.
Step 3.
We now set
(5.12) v˜ “ v˜r ´ v˜l P OtemppD`;D1pY2qq.
From (5.5), (5.11) we obtain
(5.13)
Pz v˜ “ 0 in D` ˆ Y2,
χvps, yq “ v˜pis, yq in I` ˆ Y2.
Let
(5.14) u˜pt, yq “ v˜pt` i0, yq P D1pI ˆ Y2q.
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From (5.13) we have Ptu˜pt, yq “ 0 in I ˆ Y2 and WFapu˜q Ă tτ ě 0u over
I ˆ Y2. By microlocal ellipticity (see [SKK, Corr. 2.1.2] or [H4, Thm. 5.1])
this implies that WFapu˜q Ă N` over I ˆ Y2.
Step 4.
We claim that
(5.15) ρΣu˜ “ g on Y2.
Note that from (5.15) and finite propagation speed one can conclude that
u˜ “ UΣg near IˆY3 for Y3 Ť Y2. Since WFapu˜q Ă N` over IˆY2 we obtain
the proposition, by the discussion in Step 1.
Therefore it remains to check (5.15). We recall that the cutoff functions
ψ˜ P C8c pY q, χ P C8c pI ˆ Y q were introduced in Step 1 and that ψ˜g “ γ`χv.
Since Ptu˜ “ 0 in I ˆ Y2 and tt “ t0u are non-characteristic for Pt for t close
to t0, we know that u˜ P C8pI;D1pY2qq. For ϕ P DpY2q we set
u˜ϕptq “ xu˜pt, ¨q, ϕp¨qyY P C8pIq,
v˜ϕpzq “ xv˜pz, ¨q, ϕp¨qyY P OtemppD`q.
By (5.14) we have
u˜ϕptq “ lim
Ñ0`
v˜ϕpt` iq, in D1pIq.
Since u˜ϕ P C8pIq we deduce then from [Ko, Thm. 3.6] that
u˜ϕptq “ lim
Ñ0`
v˜ϕpt` iq in C8pIq.
In particular by (5.13) we have
u˜ϕp0q “ lim
Ñ0`
xχvpi, ¨q, ϕp¨qyY “ xγ`0 χv, ϕyY ,
which by (5.4) implies that
u˜p0, yq “ g0pyq in D1pY2q,
for g “
ˆ
g0
g1
˙
. The same argument for Btu˜ shows that i´1Btu˜p0, yq “ g1pyq
in D1pY2q. This completes the proof of (5.15). l
Proposition 5.3. The state ωΩ constructed in Thm. 4.5 is an analytic
Hadamard state.
Proof. We recall that the spacetime covariances of ωΩ are given by:
Λ˘ “ pρΣ ˝Gq˚ ˝ λ˘ ˝ pρΣ ˝Gq,
for λ˘ “ q ˝ C˘Ω . Since the solution of the Cauchy problem#
Pφ “ 0,
ρΣφ “ f
is given by:
φ “ UΣf “ G˚ ˝ ρΣ˚ ˝ qf,
we obtain
Λ˘ “ UΣ ˝ C˘Ω ˝ pρΣ ˝Gq.
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Denoting by x “ pt, yq the variables in M “ R ˆ Σ we obtain that the
distribution kernel Λ˘px, x1q solves the equation:#
P px, BxqΛ˘px, x1q “ 0 in M ˆM,
ρΣΛ
˘p¨, x1qpxq “ r˘py, x1q,
where r˘py, x1q P D1pΣˆMq2 is the distribution kernel of pC˘Ω ˝ ρ ˝Gq.
We can now repeat verbatim the arguments in the proof of Prop. 5.2,
replacing Σ by Σ ˆM , the extra variable x1 playing simply the role of a
parameter. We obtain that
WFapΛ˘q1 Ă N˘ ˆ T ˚M.
Since Λ˘ is hermitian, this also implies that WFapΛ˘q1 Ă T ˚M ˆN˘ hence
WFapΛ˘q1 Ă N˘ ˆN˘. l
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Appendix A.
A.1. An auxiliary lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let v P E 1pΩq be equal to δs b f or δ1s b f with ˘s ď 0,
f P C8c pΣq. Then
(A.1) r˘K´10 v P H10 pΩ˘q X C8pΩ˘q.
Proof. Let χ, χ1, χ2 P C8c pΩq be cutoff functions with χ “ 1 near supp v,
χ1 “ 1 near suppχ and χ2 “ 1 near suppχ1. We then have:
(A.2)
r˘K´10 v “ r˘χ2K´10 χv ` r˘p1´ χ2qK´10 χv
“ r˘χ2K´10 χv ` r˘p1´ χ2qK´10 rχ1,K0sK´10 χv.
By assumption, χv P H´2c pΩq. By elliptic regularity K´10 : Hsc pΩq Ñ
Hs`2loc pΩq, therefore rχ1,K0sK´10 χv P H´1c pΩq. By the definition of K´10
via quadratic forms, we know that K´10 : H´1pΩq Ñ H10 pΩq, hence
r˘p1´ χ2qK´10 rχ1,K0sK´10 χv P H10 pΩ˘q.
On the other hand, by elliptic regularity we know that p1´ χ2qK´10 rχ1,K0s
is infinitely smoothing, hence
r˘p1´ χ2qK´10 rχ1,K0sK´10 χv P C8pΩ˘q.
Let us now consider the first term in the second line of (A.2). By Lemma
3.3 we know that χ2K´10 χ “ χ2Qχ`R´8, where Q P Ψ´2c pΩq and R´8 has
a smooth, compactly supported kernel in Ωˆ Ω. The term
r˘R´8v
obviously belongs to C8c pΩ˘q. Next, from [Gr, Thm. 10.25] we know that
χ2Qχpδs b ¨q and χ2Qχpδ1s b ¨q are Poisson operators. In particular by [Gr,
Thm. 10.29], χ2Qχpδs b ¨q and χ2Qχpδ1s b ¨q map C8c pΣq2 into C8c pΩ˘q
continuously. Therefore,
r˘χ2K´10 χv P C8c pΩ˘q.
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In conclusion we get (A.1). l
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